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Abstract 

In this essay I analyze Sidney Poitier’s three autobiographical texts, positing that an analysis of 

these texts illuminates a counter discourse to the predominant representations of Black masculinity 

in American and Caribbean popular culture. While Poitier’s texts can be read as imbuing him with 

patriarchal masculinist attributes which his critics accused him of lacking, they can also be read as 

challenges to patriarchal expectations of Black boyhood and Black masculinity, specifically in 

relation to sex and violence as modes of entrance into patriarchal manhood.  Further, I read 

Poitier’s autobiographic collection as an intervention into the silence around Black men’s trauma. 
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In the world in which I travel, I am endlessly creating myself.                                                                                                                                                                                       

Frantz Fanon1 

The beauty of memory is how it allows us to look back at the events of our lives through the lens 

of different contexts and to see meaning overlooked before—revealing even more riches than we 

first suspected.         

                                                                                                                 Sidney Poitier2 

                                                                                                                            

Any discussion about the representation of Black masculinity in film and popular culture 

must include an analysis of the work and life of Sir Sidney Poitier.  Poitier is unquestionably one 

of, if not the most, significant Black actors of the twentieth century.  In Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, 

Mammies, and Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films (1973), Donald Bogle 

justifies Poitier’s overwhelming presence within his text (and a discussion of Black film as a 

whole), stating: “[It] was obvious to me that Poitier is such an important figure in the history of 

black films and black performers that he demanded extensive coverage” (xi).  Similarly, Alvin 

Marill shows how Poitier’s career is inextricably connected to African American social and 

political movements. In his study of Poitier’s films spanning from the beginning to the height of 

the actor’s career (from 1950 to 1977), Marill aligns Poitier’s rise to prominence in Hollywood 

with the development of the American Civil Rights Movement.  He writes, “[t]he movement, in 

the arts, at least, quietly attached itself to Poitier’s coattails. The struggle, in films, was to be 

Poitier’s alone. To the movement, however, he was to be the symbol, the first black superstar, the 

ebony saint, as he frequently has been called, the personification of the black man on the screen” 

(Marill 11).  Finally, Nelson George posits, “If you trace Poitier’s development from star to 

                                                           
1 Black Skin, White Masks 229 
2 Life Beyond Measure xvi 
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producer-director, you get a pointed view of the evolution of black filmmakers within Hollywood.  

Almost everything that the current crop of African-American filmmakers and actors have tried 

within the system was accomplished or attempted by Poitier first” (Blackface xiii). As the 

trailblazing “personification of the black man on the screen,” Poitier has had to measure up to 

many people’s expectations both on screen and off.  Poitier’s performances of Black masculinity 

throughout his career then, one could argue, has undeniably influenced the ways in which 

American and Caribbean audiences have come to understand ‘the Black man’. 

In this essay I analyze Sidney Poitier’s three autobiographical texts, positing that an analysis 

of these texts illuminate a counter discourse to the predominant representations of Black 

masculinity in American and Caribbean popular culture. While Poitier’s texts can be read as 

imbuing him with the patriarchal masculinist attributes which his critics accused him of lacking, 

they can also be read as challenges to patriarchal expectations of Black boyhood and Black 

masculinity, specifically in relation to sex and violence as modes of entrance into patriarchal 

manhood.  Further, I read Poitier’s autobiographic collection as an intervention into the silence 

around Black men’s trauma.  The above quote from Fanon’s influential work regarding the effects 

of white domination on the Black psyche serves as an apt epigraph in a discussion of an actor 

whose livelihood literally depends on his ability to create new versions of the self-on-screen.  

Further, the second quote by Sidney Poitier himself, speaks to the act of recreating self through 

memory.  Specifically, Poitier recreates himself via the autobiographical text.  Several theories of 

autobiography inform my analysis of Poitier’s three autobiographic texts. 

In Postcolonialism and Autobiography, Alfred Hornung and Ernstpeter Ruhe suggest that 

“[a]utobiography in its widest definition seems to provide a convenient genre to embrace the 

crossroad cultures from East and West and to launch an emancipator political and cultural 

program”(3). Poitier exploits the autobiography in order to emancipate himself from emasculated 

iconography that binds his legacy; through his autobiographic trilogy he redefines, reconstructs, 

and rehabilitates his public and private image. In his analysis of Poitier’s first autobiography Keith 

Harris explains:  
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The star autobiography is, on the one hand, a constructed, narrative self-

representation; and, on the other, it is an answering to criticism of the public image, 

a projection of another truth claim, a true persona, to counter the film persona, the 

star type…In the case of Poitier, considering that the autobiography arrives some ten 

to fifteen years after the height of his career (as opposed to writing his autobiography 

in 1967 or the early Seventies), the mediation of the private/public sets of opposition 

perform a self-restoration of his image in certain capacities (Harris 48). 

I agree with Harris’ assessment here but would suggest that Poitier is not merely interested in a 

self-restoration project; if he were, one autobiography would have sufficed. The penning of the 

second and third autobiographies indicates Poitier’s need for acceptance/understanding (Measure 

of a Man) and a dedication to a project of legacy building (Life Beyond Measure: Letters to My 

Great-Granddaughter) respectively. While these works overtly reflect a consonance with the 

standard patriarchal mode of masculinity, it is in reading between the lines that one discovers a 

nuanced representation of Black masculinity. Without a doubt, Poitier is engaged with redressing 

his longing for acceptance and effecting a reconnection with vital elements of his past life. 

Poitier’s autobiographic set cannot be considered a trilogy in which each text focuses on a 

specific time period, a chronology from early to middle and, subsequently, to later life experiences; 

rather, each subsequent text is a revisioning and retelling of the original. Poitier’s insistence on 

repeating his life story indicates his awareness of his own celebrity and the racial, political, and 

cultural implications of the narratives about himself. His insistence further indicates Poitier’s own 

desire/need to work out and work through the meaning of his life experiences for himself. 

Undoubtedly, Poitier is aware of the discourses surrounding his image in American and Caribbean 

popular culture, much of which scathingly attacked his onscreen representation of Black manhood.  

Most notably, the one article that has raised Poitier’s rancor more than any other is the Sunday, 10 

September 1967, New York Times article written by Clifford Mason. Mason’s article “Why Do 

White Folks Love Sidney Poitier So?” has had an indelible effect on Poitier’s perception of the 

public’s view of his character and his career.  Keyser and Ruszkowski suggest that “Mason’s barbs 
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were doubtlessly influential in shaping the development of Poitier’s career. Many of Poitier’s roles 

for the next few years can actually be viewed as attempts on his part to rebut Mason’s attacks and 

to refute the arguments of other militant critics” (122). While Keyser and Ruszkowski’s comments 

refer specifically to Poitier’s filmic choices, I suggest here that this statement is also true of his 

literary work. So, traumatized by the vitriolic lambasting he received in Mason’s article, Poitier 

returns to this event time and again in his autobiographies.  Mason’s very public and personal 

attack, however, is only one of the defining moments in Poitier’s life and he in fact uses his 

autobiographies to remember and recreate other defining moments that inform the man he has 

become.  If we agree that Poitier’s project goes beyond a self-involved superstar’s narcissistic 

endeavor of self-revision, we can consider it a project of counter narratives in which Poitier 

consciously resists the patriarchal pitfalls of (mis)representing Black masculinity.  

In his three autobiographical texts, Poitier reviews his life experiences from his humble 

beginnings in the Caribbean to his ascension to Hollywood superstardom.  While his first text is a 

straightforward autobiographical reportage of his first fifty years on the planet, each subsequent 

text is more reflective, analytical, and pointed. A cursory reading of the titles of each text reveals 

what seems to be Poitier’s quest for acceptance, understanding, and validation. Poitier first text 

This Life, is an emphatic statement, demanding recognition for its individuality.  In this text, Poitier 

traces the trajectory of his life and career, from his tenuous, premature birth to poor tomato farmer 

parents from Cat Island, Bahamas to his migration to the United States of America, from his move 

away from overtly racist Florida to life in the indifferent city of New York, from his job as a 

heavily accented, semi-literate dishwasher to a career of eminence and eloquence as an Academy 

Award winning actor.  Keith Harris writes: “This Life (1980), Poitier’s first autobiographical 

installment, is a textual nexus. This Life is a simultaneity of narratives: it is an immigrant tale, a 

migration tale, a testimonial, a confessional, a chronicling of the black experience, a conservative 

‘picked myself up by the boot straps tale,’ as well as a liberal tale of cultural pluralism” (46).  

The title of Poitier’s second autobiography, The Measure of a Man (2000), speaks for itself. 

This text covers much of the same material of the first autobiography; however, in this text Poitier 

seems preoccupied with defending his life and career choices, and most significantly, his 
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masculinity.  Importantly, Poitier does not look toward Hollywood for images of Black masculinity 

to emulate, but he looks back to the Caribbean and the lessons he learned from his parents while 

growing up in the Bahamas.  Poitier measures himself as a man based on his ability to adhere to 

the “dignified” standards set by his parents. In this text, Poitier consistently returns to the teachings 

of his father and mother, both of whom he celebrates and both of whom he credits for making him 

the man he has become.  

 In his last memoir, Life Beyond Measure: Letters to my Great-granddaughter (2008), 

Poitier revisits the material from his first two texts; this time he refigures his life experiences within 

an epistolary frame.  This last text consists of twenty-three letters, each one addressed to Poitier’s 

great-granddaughter, Ayele. The Poitier legacy is the focus of this text. These letters to his great-

granddaughter position Poitier as a benevolent patriarch of three generations (of predominately 

female progeny).  In this, the last of his autobiographical trilogy, Poitier positions himself as great 

grandfather, not just to Ayele but to all of his readers. In the final chapter of this text, Poitier 

rhetorically asks “After all, how can an old grandfather make himself available to his great-

grandchildren and others after he’s gone other than to leave something of himself that he hopes 

will be useful?”(Life 271).  Poitier’s desire to transcend time and space, his insistence on being 

remembered, and being remembered correctly, starkly contrasts with the attitude of Bert Williams, 

the man who, in the world of entertainment, may be considered, Poitier’s predecessor. Williams 

famously stated, “Nobody in America knows my real name and, if I can prevent it, nobody ever 

will (cited in Carters 15). To this end, Williams actively sought to silence his past3. 

In contrast, Poitier is determined to bring his experiences to voice; he does this via his 

autobiographic texts. He explains why he has chosen to write his third memoir: “I wanted her [his 

great-granddaughter Ayele] to know me in my own words, from stories not passed down but told 

from my lips, stories from my mind and imagination, from my philosophies and experiences—my 

                                                           
3 “Bert Williams, largely forgotten today, was the first African-American star: the most famous ‘colored man’ in 

America during the early years of the twentieth century” (Pierpont). Williams and Poitier share many 

commonalities, they were both born in the Bahamas, migrated to the U.S., initially Florida, and eventually to New 

York, found their way into show business and against all odds rose to the top of their field, each becoming the most 

famous /successful Black man in entertainment respectively. 
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life, as told to her, intended expressly for her and those of her generation” (italics mine, Life xxv). 

Though his letters are addressed to Ayele, Poitier understands that his audience is much larger and 

it is this larger audience that he hopes will “learn who [he] really was, who [he] really [is], and 

what life on this earth has been from [his] vantage point” (Life xvi).  

Rejecting Anger, Demanding Respect 

To be sure, Poitier is not beyond the fray of the common man and he does use his texts to 

retaliate against his detractors.  But a facile reading of his response to Mason as simple retaliation 

would elide its restorative masculinist imperative. With his response, Poitier reclaims his place in 

patriarchy, but he also distinguishes himself as consciously aware of the image of the Black man 

he intends to present to his audience.  In his first autobiography Poitier recounts the devastating 

effects of Mason’s article:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

In that article Clifford Mason ripped to shreds everything I had ever done.  He ripped 

up In the Heat of the Night, and the character I played in particular, to show why 

white people thought I was so terrific, why they made me such a ‘big star.’…--and 

then he went further back into my career and proceeded to skin me alive retroactively, 

I was an ‘Uncle Tom,’ ‘a lackey,’ ‘a house Nigger’—current terms for a lot of people, 

including some highly visible blacks who were perceived as not doing whatever they 

did in a way to win the applause of all their fellow blacks. (This Life 335) 

Poitier writes, “I was not in control of the film business. I was not even in control of my 

career in the film business beyond making a decision to play or not to play in a given piece of 

material” (This Life 338).   Poitier’s awareness of the precarious position he actually held in 

Hollywood at that particular point in his career does not lessen the sting of Mason’s critique, 

however.  According to Poitier, Mason’s article stimulated a deluge of similar articles.  “The New 

York Times published several more articles in which I was dumped on” (This Life 338) he laments. 

He is most resentful, though, when he is juxtaposed to actors such as Fred Williamson and Jim 

Brown, those new heroes of the “black exploitation films,” whose ‘macho’ films he acknowledges 
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“were quite unlike mine” (This Life 339)4.  Undoubtedly, a part of the sting of these comparisons 

was the valorization on Williamson and Brown’s performance of Black masculinity at the expense 

of his own. 

Where Poitier’s characters were generally seen as asexual, highly educated overachievers 

working toward integration and the understanding of the white community, Williamson and 

Brown’s characters were hard talking, hypersexual, and streetwise; they would just as soon shoot 

a white man as they would have dinner with him5.  Physically, Williamson and Brown were quite 

different from Poitier.  Where the latter was tall and slender, the former two, who came to acting 

by way of American football, were much more muscular and physically imposing.  Williamson 

and Brown’s hyper-masculine Black power characters eclipsed Poitier’s dignified integrationist 

portraitures. Undoubtedly, the public’s embrace of these “macho” heroes bothered Poitier; an 

embrace of the new macho masculinity meant a rejection of Poitier’s more accommodating and 

seemingly less virile performance of masculinity. Within This Life, however, Poitier bolsters his 

own masculinity when he recounts a story of an encounter on a plane with Jim Brown in which 

Brown thanks Poitier for opening the doors for the young Black actors who were then enjoying 

success (This Life 341). This anecdote functions to support a claim Poitier makes a few pages prior 

in response to Mason’s attack: “I knew that however inadequate my step appeared, it was important 

that we make it.  From one step would come another step, however overdue, and every new step 

would bring us closer [to full representation in film]” (This Life 338). Poitier thus establishes 

himself as a symbolic father figure to the valorized macho men of the black exploitation film era6. 

The suggestion is that the junior actors are able to perform because Poitier has laid the groundwork; 

that they are walking in his footsteps. 

                                                           
4 Poitier writes “The unavoidable comparison between me and my work on the one hand, and the new-wave 

offerings on the other, produced some negative comments about ‘Sidney Poitier and his films’ from time to time, but 

hey, I could take it. I didn’t particularly relish it, in fact I hated it, but I could take it” (This Life 340). 
5 Poitier confesses that the representation of blackness “over a twelve-year period was the one-dimensional, 

middle-class imagery I embodied most of the time” (This Life 338). 

6 While Melvin Van Peebles’ Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song is generally proclaimed as initiating the black 

exploitation film era, Poitier’s influential career may have made the acceptance of Black actors more palatable to 

Hollywood. 
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Though he spent quite a bit of time in his first text discussing Mason’s misguided critique 

of his career, the shadow of the article continued to haunt him.  Poitier returned to the article twenty 

years later in his second autobiography.  He titles chapter six of the text, “Why Do White Folks 

Love Sidney Poitier So?” Here he acknowledges that he was attacked because he “wasn’t more 

angry and confrontational” (Measure 118); he admits to the exemplary attributes of the characters 

he played, and shows an understanding of the implicit and problematic assumptions and questions 

to which those characters give rise: 

That black people will be accepted by white society only when they’re twice as 

‘white’ as the most accomplished Ivy League medical graduate? That blacks must 

pretend to be something they aren’t? Or simply that black society does—of course—

contain individuals of refinement, education, and accomplishment, and that white 

society—of course—should wake up to that reality? (Measure 119). 

Despite the attacks on his character and his characters, Poitier nevertheless defends his choices, 

stating that “it’s all too easy for anyone not a participant in the cultural clashes of that era to 

unfairly dismiss films such as Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, forgetting just how revolutionary 

they were in the context of their times”( Measure 119).  Poitier proceeds to depict himself, rightly 

so, as a revolutionary. As the first African American superstar he had to strike a special balance in 

order to maintain his dignity while simultaneously appeasing Hollywood and the American public, 

both Black and White.   

Throughout the chapter, “Why Do White Folks Love Sidney Poitier So?”, Poitier recounts 

several of the difficult situations he faced even at the height of his career.  He understands the 

anger this type of treatment would evoke in any man; he chooses, however, to react in what seems 

a contradictory manner. “As for my part in all this,” he writes, “all I can say is that there’s a place 

for people who are angry and defiant, and sometimes they serve a purpose, but that’s never been 

my role” (Measure 124). Adam Goudsouzian describes Poitier’s onscreen trademark as “a cool 

boil…a pot of outrage on the verge of bubbling over” (1). Goudsouzian continues, explaining the 
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cultural climate and limitations in which Poitier had to carve out a space for himself and alternately 

other Black entertainers: 

But the powder keg never exploded. It could not explode…Poitier was Hollywood’s 

lone icon of racial enlightenment; no other black actor consistently won leading roles 

in major motion pictures.  His on-screen actions thus bore a unique political 

symbolism.  The cool boil struck a delicate balance, revealing racial frustration, but 

tacitly assuring a predominantly white audience that blacks would eschew violence 

and preserve social order. (1) 

Poitier’s strategy in Hollywood, then, was not simply one of passive resistance but one of active 

rejection of anger.  He aligns himself with leaders such as Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., and 

Nelson Mandela.  Poitier assures his readers that he, as well as those “nonviolent” leaders, most 

assuredly were angry at some point; however, “their anger, their rage, their resentment, their 

frustration—these feelings ultimately mature by will of their own discipline into a positive energy 

that can be used to fuel their positive, healthy excursions in life”(Measure 124). While Poitier 

respects those who choose anger and “are able to recycle that anger and put it to different uses” 

(Measure 124) as response to oppression, he wants to make it clear that he also understands 

himself.  He states, “I’ve learned that I must find positive outlets for anger or it will destroy me” 

(Measure 124).  Poitier refuses to give in to “[t]he injustice of the world [that] inspires a rage so 

intense that to express it fully would require homicidal action; it’s self-destructive, destroy-the-

world rage” (Measure 128). Poitier’s autobiographies, then, display the self-awareness of the 

dangers of allowing anger, the one emotion allowed the Black man in an imperialist white-

supremacist capitalist patriarchy, to turn him into another Bigger Thomas.7  In This Life, in a self-

reflective moment, Poitier writes “I feel that there has always been in me this potential for 

violence…there has to be on the other side of my enormous effort at being likable and friendly and 

fair and honest and dependable…an awful fucking violent fear that if somebody makes me angry 

                                                           
7 Bigger Thomas is the protagonist of Richard Wright’s seminal novel Native Son (1940), set in Chicago, As a result 

of racism, poverty and fear lead Thomas to lash out violently against those around him. 
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and I let go completely I might not be able to control it” (78).  The ability to control this violence 

is important to Poitier’s sense of masculinity, but more important to the man is self-knowledge. In 

his third text he advises readers that “By seeing and knowing ourselves, we are given dominion 

over our lives—the capacity to steer our own ships, for better and for worse” (Life 64). Poitier’s 

three texts, therefore, reflect his continuing journey to this self-knowledge. 

Poitier reminds his readers that despite the limiting parameters allowed him in Hollywood 

in the early years, he nevertheless managed to gain the respect of industry insiders and created 

positive changes in the depiction of Black masculinity in film by abiding by his personal code of 

masculinity. In This Life, Poitier recounts his decision to turn down a role early in his career.8  This 

decision, for Poitier, represented his protest against the disempowered and undignified 

representations of Black manhood.  In the chapter “Politics,” he explains that while there was 

nothing wrong with the part, nothing derogatory, he felt he should not be playing parts like that; 

noting that, “if it’s just ordinary work with … nothing significant or special about it that sets it 

apart, then I can’t do it”(This Life 174).   In Measure of a Man, however, Poitier revisits this chapter 

of his life and is much clearer as to his decision at the time: “I rejected that part because, in my 

view, the character simply didn’t measure up.  He didn’t fight for what mattered to him most.  He 

didn’t behave with dignity” (Measure 66-67).  Of the character’s reaction to his daughter’s murder 

Poitier comments: “He was enraged.  He was tormented. Still, he remained passive.  He didn’t do 

shit.  He left it to other people to fight his battles” (Measure 64). Poitier juxtaposes the character’s 

personality with that of his own father and mother who, despite the challenges they faced, always 

conducted themselves with dignity. Since the character did not measure up, Poitier could not play 

him. Poitier writes that he sees his work as “who I am” and explains that the work he did “would 

never bring dishonor to my father’s name” (Measure 69). In the text Poitier explains that he sees a 

certain performance of dignity as integral to his construction of Black masculinity. It is his 

                                                           
8Poitier never names the film, but of the project he writes:  “The part was that of a black father who worked in and 

around gambling in a notorious town called Phoenix City. The gambling element threatened the black father (for 

reasons that are now obscure)’ he ignored their threats, and they killed his little daughter and threw her body on his 

lawn” (174). 
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adherence to this conviction that he sees as responsible for the success he has had throughout his 

career.  

Poitier’s active resistance against ineffectual and undignified representations of Black 

masculinity on film is not only seen in the roles he rejects but also in the ones he accepts. He 

recalls, for instance, his initial reading of the script for the film In The Heat of The Night (1967); 

Poitier reports that the original script called for Tibbs, the Northern police officer he plays, to 

simply walk out when he is slapped by Endicott.  He asserts, “That could have happened with 

another actor playing that part, but it couldn’t happen with me” (Measure 136). It was Poitier who 

demanded that the script be changed and the scene be shot “so that without a nanosecond of 

hesitation, I whack him right back across the face with a backhand slap” (Measure 137).  Given 

that this film was released in 1967, the image of a Black man slapping a White Southerner is 

arguably one of the most visually stunning moments in film. Keyser and Ruszkowski argue that 

this scene “was a measure of how far Poitier had come as a black star and a militant that, in the era 

when civil rights leaders like Martin Luther King endorsed nonviolence, Tibbs retaliates harshly 

and violently”(110).  Tibbs’ violent retaliation and, by extension, Poitier’s, from whom came the 

suggestion that Tibbs “without a nanosecond of hesitation” retaliate violently, establish both the 

character and the man as initiates of a patriarchy that valorizes violence as masculine.  bell hooks 

argue that “[e]very day in America men are violent.  Their violence is deemed ‘natural’ by the 

psychology of patriarchy, which insists that there is a biological connection between having a penis 

and the will to do violence” (Will 55).  However, the film also offers a critique of this violence 

when in the following scene, after walking out on Endicott, Tibbs’ partner, the racist Southern 

Sheriff Gillespie says to him: “Man, you just like the rest of us, ain’t ya?”  This statement indicts 

Tibbs for harboring the same violent tendencies Tibbs is determined to punish in the local whites. 

Upon his suggestion then, the film shows the potential danger of the self-destructive, destroy-the-

world rage Poitier writes about.  

Poitier, no doubt, recounts the details of his input on this most important scene in the film to 

impress upon his critics his commitment to a dignified presentation of Black masculinity. When 

interviewed by Elaine Hamilton in August 1968, Poitier explains how he sees his role in 
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Hollywood: “As long as I’m the only Negro actor working with consistency, I certainly intend to 

perpetuate the hero image, until such time as there are sufficient Negroes in films so that we can 

afford to have good guys and bad guys” (qtd by Keyser and Ruszkowski 123). Poitier understood 

that to some extent he would have to play the Hollywood game from within the system, but he was 

also determined to play it on his terms.  Poitier insists “the true progress [his career] represented 

didn’t come from unbridled rage any more than it came from polite submission.  Progress then and 

now comes from the collision of powerful forces within the hearts of those who strive for it” 

(Measure 137).   

Reclaiming Manhood Beyond the Screen 

While Poitier’s public declaration of his part in the slap heard around the world is a clear 

defense of his own position in patriarchal masculinity via the character Tibbs, it is not typical of 

the rest of his text.  Poitier seems much more concerned with a different kind of masculinity, one 

that rejects violence. hooks writes, “The men who choose against violence, against death, do so 

because they want to live fully and well, because they want to know love.  These are men who are 

true heroes, the men whose lives we need to know about, honor, and remember” (Will 74).  In 

presenting himself within his autobiographic texts, Poitier not only seems to advocate hooks’ 

position, but styles himself as an example of the kind of man she describes.  

There is no better way to establish phallocentric masculinity than through heterosexual sex, 

and Poitier certainly establishes himself as a naturally curious and willing heterosexual child. He 

painstakingly recounts his initial attempts at losing his virginity as a nine-year old. His first and 

second failed attempts, partly due to his inability to achieve an erection, were with his eleven-year 

old sister-in-law (Poitier was nine at the time) and with a wild yard chicken respectively.  Later, 

after getting caught by his mother “playing doctor” with another family member, this time his 

niece, Poitier finally does lose his virginity to “an old lady” for a reasonable price (This Life 26). 

While his text goes on to discuss Poitier’s many successful sexual exploits as an adult, including 

the affair with actress Diahann Carroll which ends his first marriage, an analysis of the sexual 

exploits that signal his coming into manhood—his sexual rite of passage— is worth a second look. 
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Poitier’s sexual exploits are not the stuff of legends. His constant ineptitude in the various 

sexual situations and his inability to achieve and or maintain an erection in his first sexual 

encounters go a long way to dispel the image of the inherently, sexually adept Black boy postulated 

in many Hollywood films.  Of his eventual deflowering at age thirteen, he recalls that the woman 

was “pleasant and businesslike” and the overall experience as “very nice. Absolutely neat” (This 

Life 27). Poitier does not exaggerate the sexual encounter or his prowess; nor does he postulate 

that having sex gained him entrance into the community of patriarchal men. In fact, his first sexual 

experience heightens the reader’s sense of his immaturity. Poitier contracted gonorrhea from the 

prostitute, but in his immature mind he thinks that the penile emissions are “prolonged 

ejaculation.”  He eventually reported his symptoms to his father once he started to experience a 

burning sensation in his penis.  Poitier, though, does not write that he gets a slap on his back from 

his father as a sign of masculine camaraderie; he simply writes of his father’s reaction: “He says, 

‘You’re going to have to go to the hospital.’”(This Life 27). Life after sex is as mundane as it was 

before, and the underage sex act does not automatically transform Poitier into a man or a hero 

amongst his male family and friends. 

Besides his failure as a sexual stud, Poitier also fails as a purveyor of patriarchal violence. 

In both This Life and Life Beyond Measure he recounts what otherwise might be read as a typical 

teenage boy’s initiation into a fraternal group of brotherhood. He explains how, after his first fight, 

he earned a reputation in his neighborhood as the boy not to be messed with.  A neighborhood 

bully decided to test Poitier, who had just moved to Nassau from Cat Island.  “William something 

was looking for somebody to beat up” (This Life 22). Poitier states that he tried his best to shift 

focus away from himself but to no avail.  The fight that ensued consisted of one blow; William 

slapped Poitier with such power that [he] went out like a light! (This Life 22), he writes. It is 

Poitier’s older sister Teddy who then comes to his rescue. After ensuring that her little brother was 

ok, she went in search of William and “smack[ed] him so hard his knees buckle[d], and she 

proceed[ed] to beat the daylight out of him” (This Life 22).  Poitier’s reputation as a boy not to be 

messed with, then, was built on his sister’s strength. Rather than being embarrassed that a girl had 

to fight his battle for him or conceive of this experience as emasculating, Poitier actually felt pride 
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when he “overheard one boy saying to another, ‘don’t fuck with him or he’ll call his sister—and 

she’s mean’”(This Life 23).  Importantly, Poitier does not allow Teddy’s image to be fossilized as 

an aggressive bully. In his third text, just before he retells the fight scene, he describes a more 

intimate moment between his sister and himself: “and together we would just laugh and laugh until 

our bellies started to hurt. She would end up hugging me… Then she would hug me again and we 

would find some interesting game to play” (Life 52). Poitier is sure to humanize Teddy; she is not 

one dimensional, not just there to protect him with violence, but she is also loving and caring. Here 

again Poitier does not embellish his experience to make himself seem more traditionally 

“masculine.” I would argue that his decision to include his less than macho experiences 

demonstrates a rejection of a limiting construct of phallocentric patriarchal masculinity, a model 

that demands that Black boys adhere to and excel at patriarchal sex and violence, and dominate 

women in order to enter the cult of manhood.  Despite his rejecting the traditional rites of passage 

for boys, Poitier thrived during his time in the Bahamas; but by the time he was fifteen years old, 

he had become a petty criminal and had spent one night in prison for stealing corn. In order to save 

his son, Poitier’s father decided to send Sidney to Miami. 

Upon his arrival in Florida, Poitier found himself isolated and alone in an alien environment. 

Though he lived with his older brother and his family, Poitier could not identify with his African 

American family.  Of his brother’s wife and children Poitier writes, “I didn’t understand—and 

they didn’t understand me. I had come from a place seemingly as far away as 

Mars…communication was difficult…In fact, it was so traumatic, that whole experience, that I 

was never able to adjust to Miami”(This Life 41).9 But Poitier’s alienation in Florida was not 

                                                           
 

9 Nelson George points to the complexity of the African American /Afro-Caribbean relationship from his own 

perspective.  “Before Bob Marley and ganja and Rastafarianism put an Afrocentric, rootsy spin on the American 

view of Caribbean culture, I’d always viewed its transplanted natives as snobby, snotty, and uppity,” George 

continues, “ But Sidney, whose career was built on masquerading as an African-American, successfully avoided our 

prejudices.  The very qualities I admired in Sidney were the things that made me resent the West Indians that I 

knew. The irony is that a lot of the regal bearing he projected could, in another context, have been seen as 

insufferable superiority” (17-18).  
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simply due to his accommodations; more than anything else it had to do with race and Poitier’s 

inability to limit himself to the construct of black manhood allowed him in an overtly racist society.    

When he moved to Florida, Poitier was not naive of racism; he remembers a white friend, 

Carl, in Nassau who at the age of eleven years old told Poitier that he would never have the same 

opportunities as Carl did because of his race (Measure 35). Nevertheless, Poitier writes, “In 

Nassau, race was still a slightly ambiguous issue” (Measure 36). Though aware of some racial 

inequalities at home, nothing could prepare him for what he was about to encounter in his new 

home in Miami, where there was no ambiguity about race. Poitier soon became aware of the ethics 

of living in Jim Crow America.  In all three of his texts, Poitier engages with the complex issues 

of being Black in America and asserts his ability to reject this new sense of identity that American 

racism attempted to place on him. However, Poitier never allowed his sense of self to be 

determined by what was expected of him in the United States.  Poitier learned his Jim Crow lesson 

in a span of a few short months after moving to Florida. The most traumatic of these experiences 

ended with a gun pointed at his head. A second encounter with Southern police was a final 

indignity that prompted Poitier to head north. 

Despite migrating to the United States at a young age, Poitier’s time in the Bahamas 

continued to affect the way he understood his place in the world. Time and again he argues that 

his self-awareness was formed in the Bahamas, where Blacks made up the majority of the 

population, and where relationship to American racial politics is balanced by this experience.  

Reflecting on the incident with the police in his second memoir, he asserts that the experiences of 

his early years worked “to put a certain kind of youngster on that boat heading for Florida in 

1943…by then I had already fashioned my own rules—rules quite contrary to what Florida was 

then saying to me”(Measure 132). He reiterates this point in his later text, explaining to his great 

granddaughter that “One of my few advantages in weathering the storms [of American racism] 

ahead was that even by age fifteen I had a core of knowledge that was going to travel with me—a 

sense of who I was, regardless of what the world chose to say to me” (Life 60). While it is true that 

Poitier arrived on the shores of the United States with a strong sense of self, he nonetheless could 
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not help but be affected by American racism. Fortunately, Poitier had the opportunity to 

acknowledge and work through the trauma of his migration and American racism. 

The Mind of the Man 

At age sixteen, Poitier joined the army; it was there that he was finally able to come to terms 

with his traumatic past. Even the army could not protect Poitier and other Black men from racism; 

he recalls that while in the army he and other members of his all-black outfit, all dressed in uniform, 

were refused service in a bar because the establishment did not “serve niggers”(This Life 69).   In 

response to this insult, Poitier and the sixty men in his outfit “tore that place to absolute shreds” 

(This Life 70). The incident with the racist bar owner was just one more insult to Poitier’s dignity, 

his sense of self, his masculinity. Besides his own traumas, while in the forces as a member of the 

127th Medical Detachment at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Northport, Long Island, 

Poitier was routinely challenged by the trauma of others. The “hospital tended to shell-shocked 

soldiers” (Goudsouzian 39).  The irony of Poitier taking care of “shell-shocked soldiers” should 

not be missed here, since Poitier’s migratory experience had had a similar effect on him. 

Goudsouzian describes all the trauma Poitier experienced since migrating to the United States, and 

explains the psychological effects of migration on many West Indians at large: 

American race prejudice had pushed him [Poitier] into a bunker. The Klan march 

through Liberty City, the incident with the Miami police, the Harlem riot, and the 

Oyster Bay donnybrook had all threatened his self-worth. Like many West Indians, 

Poitier struggled under the blanket of race that America threw over all people with 

black skin. (41) 

His time in the army, however, provided Poitier with the tools necessary for his survival; it is in 

the army that he first encounters psychiatry.  

Shortly after the bar incident, Poitier decided that he wanted out of the army, and in an effort 

to obtain a discharge he pretended to have a mental breakdown and threw a chair at a superior 

officer. He explains that he wanted to be released on a “Section 8, which means being discharged 
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at the convenience of the government.  The only way you could get that kind of Section 8 was by 

being declared crazy”(This Life 72).    Poitier’s ‘crazy’ performance led to five weeks of sessions 

with the army psychiatrist. Poitier writes of these sessions: “We talked—just talked and talked.  

We talked about how I felt, where I was from, what life was like where I came from” (This Life 

76-77).  It is ironic that Poitier’s initial encounter with psychiatry occurs while he is in the Army; 

seeking psychological help from a patriarchal perspective is usually seen as a less than masculine 

endeavor; men don’t need help, men do not talk, and if they do, they most certainly do not talk 

about their feelings. Paradoxically, joining the Army and fighting for one’s country is often times 

accepted as a rite of passage into patriarchal masculinity. Poitier’s encounter with psychology 

while in the Army, however, disrupts the traditional narrative of military service as the route to 

patriarchal masculinity via impersonal violence that binds men together.   I would argue that 

Poitier’s encounter with psychotherapy, though mandatory at the time, was one of the most 

profound experiences of his life.10  This early experience made it possible for him to seek similar 

help later on in his life. 

The opportunity to talk, to talk about his feelings, is one that many men do not have, and 

those who do seldom take advantage of it. The psychological intervention indelibly affects 

Poitier’s life and sense of self.  Even though he claims in all of his texts that his self-awareness 

stems from his strong knowledge of self which was developed during his time in the Bahamas, I 

would suggest that psychotherapy also helped him to understand the insidious nature of racism 

and patriarchy which affected him in ways he could not begin to understand on his own. Describing 

his therapy sessions in his first text, he writes, “apparently, in the discussions we’d been having, I 

kept repeating that I was as good as anybody. That no man was better than I was—no man…I was 

not ever going to conceive of myself being less than any other man”(This Life 77). What Poitier 

discovers during these sessions is a deep-seated anxiety regarding his manhood; a manhood he 

                                                           
10 Poitier also reflects on this incident in his other two texts. While he dedicates even less space to the discussion of 

his interaction with the psychologist, it clearly states that the experience was life changing for him. 
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subconsciously determined would “measure up” to that of his white counterparts.  Of his 

psychologist, Poitier writes  

He helped me to understand that because I was surrounded by a society that seemed 

to be perpetually hostile to blacks, I assumed a position, a pose, designed to say: I 

am not going to let you dismiss me, hostile world.  He led me inside myself, where I 

discovered that my psychological guard was constantly up, sometimes unnecessarily 

(This Life 77). 

What Poitier discovers is that, like many other Black men in America, he had adopted what 

sociologists Richard Majors and Janet Mancini Billson call a “cool pose.” Majors and Billson 

explain that “adopting a cool pose…is a strategy that many black males use in making sense of 

their everyday lives…coolness as a strength may be linked to pride, self-respect, and 

masculinity”(xi). Luckily, Poitier was also able to recognize at a young age that it is not necessary 

to maintain this guard at all times. Majors and Billson also explain that while the cool pose may 

benefit those who use it, there is also the potential “to condition the black man to suppress and lose 

touch with all his feelings, including those that might facilitate nurturant relationships with others” 

(12). Poitier’s “cool pose” protected him from becoming victim to a crippling racial inferiority 

complex but similtaniously made him anxious regarding his manhood. While the army 

psychologist diagnoses him as sane, Poitier questions the veracity of that diagnoses.  

Who is to say I wasn’t, in fact, living through some temporary insanity through the 

whole period of my early exposure to America? From the moment I got off that 

fucking boat, I began to experience this new, different, strange, complex, crazy 

society.  And once I became attuned to the strangeness of the racial situation in 

Miami, that did weird things to my head.  Who knows what it did to me emotionally? 

I must have been terribly disoriented (This Life 78). 

I think Poitier might agree that he was, to some degree, suffering from a type of shell shock during 

those early years in the United States due to his encounters with American racism.  While his initial 
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encounter with psychology helped the young Poitier negotiate his place as a young Black man in 

racist America, he would learn that he would need even more help in negotiating his interpersonal 

relationships. 

Poitier’s Problem with Women 

Poitier saw a psychiatrist for a period of five weeks in 1944 just prior to his leaving the 

Army. In 1961 he again began seeing a psychoanalyst; Poitier reports that he would see her four 

to five times a week for nine years. (This Life 268) The thirty-four year old Poitier originally sought 

the help of a psychoanalyst to help him sort through his emotional quandary; he was torn between 

staying with his wife Juanita or leaving her for his lover Diahann.  He writes that he needed to 

work through the anxieties, pain, and confusion this caused him. Here Poitier breaks several taboos 

by exposing the psychological and emotional complexities that men experience. Poitier was 

referred to the doctor by fellow West Indian actor Harry Belafonte, who “confessed to being, on 

occasion, all but paralyzed by an inability to cope with the avalanche of pressures, crises, guilts, 

rages, and fears”(This Life 263); Poitier also asserts that Diahann Carroll started seeing a 

psychologist shortly after he began.  By exposing these entertainers as its proponents,  

Poitier destigmatizes psychoanalysis as something Black people—much less Black men—don’t 

do.   

Though Poitier entered psychoanalysis in order to work through his issues with two specific 

women, it eventually forced him to examine his relationship with many others, and even himself.  

Poitier was first reluctant to see a female psychologist, but on their first meeting he asserts that he 

found her to be the brightest mind he had ever met up to that point (This Life 265). While Poitier 

does not mention the name of his psychoanalyst, he does explain that he stays with her for nine 

years. During that time he discovered himself in an intimate way. He says of the experience,  

Slowly but surely the analyst was getting a fix on me. But, fascinatingly enough, I 

also was getting a fix on me. As I talked out these things, I started to ‘see’ me.  

Flowing out of me, my words free associating, came a series of glimpses into the 
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early life of a little boy as he really was before he grew old enough to censor out the 

painful parts. I was seeing for the first time a kind of whole Sidney (This Life 266). 

Poitier’s speaking his pain helps him to reconnect with the boy that he once was. Psychoanalysis 

also helped him to understand his latent resentment of his mother, which he suggests stemmed 

from “her lack of gentleness while dressing [him] when [he] was small” (This Life 266).  He also 

resented that his mother would take out her anger on him, usually with a slap to the back of the 

head (This Life 267).11  Poitier describes her anger and her silence: “She was quick to anger—

quick to anger.  No, she wasn’t.  She was volatile, not angry.  But when you did get her angry, O 

Lord!” (This Life 9); in his later two texts, Poitier’s characterization of his mother is much different. 

In his final text he describes her as “not a woman of many words…not always able to articulate 

her thoughts and feelings” (Life 23).  

Poitier’s residual anger with his mother can be seen in the way he originally described the 

scene in which she taught him to swim. The bitter language in the paragraph seemed reserved for 

his mother even though his father was also taking part in the “lesson.” But I would argue that 

Poitier continues to use the tools he learned during his psychoanalysis sessions; we can see through 

reading his autobiographies his continued efforts to understand and come to terms with his mother. 

Interestingly, by the time Poitier revisits the story of his learning to swim in his third text, his 

description of this scene is quite different.  

At around ten months old or even younger, I followed family tradition by being more 

or less tossed into the water as the two of them [mother and father] stood close by, 

forcing me to literally sink or swim—rescuing me, of course, each time I became 

fully submerged, picking me up, and tossing me back in again (LBM 24).  

Almost thirty years after his first text, Poitier remembers the initiation somewhat differently. There 

is none of the anger he leveled at his mother during his first writing, and he seems to hold both 

                                                           
11 Poitier writes that he held no resentment towards his father. “In those patriarchal days, my mother carried the 

biggest burden in all things relating to the children”(266).  
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mother and father equally accountable for the initiation.  Though the elapsed time between the 

writing of the first and third narrative may account for the differences in tone between the first and 

second accounts of this narrative, it is clear that Poitier has reconsidered the roles of both mother 

and father in this initiation rite.  

The lack of malice in the second telling of the story, I would argue, is indicative of Poitier’s 

coming to terms with the trauma of his past and his decision to forgive himself and both his mother 

and father in order to heal. In his second text Poitier analyzes his relationship with his mother, 

questioning his desire to hurt her on the eve of his departure for Miami.  He writes, “Shortly before 

I left, I said to her that when I got to America I wasn’t going to write to her or send her any money. 

That was the most hurtful thing I could say…But hurting her is what I had set out to do, getting a 

little bit of revenge for something that she had done—what, I don’t now recall” (Measure 14). But 

an older Poitier uses his text to return to his mother. Above all he wants to know “Who was this 

person?” (Measure 14).  While he describes her through her domestic duties as a mom, he also 

acknowledges her personhood and wonders about what might have been shared between them if 

either of them was able to speak to each other. Later, he even takes responsibility for the silences 

in their relationship: “In hindsight, I might have opened up more to my mother,” he writes (Life 

61). Nevertheless, in his later texts Poitier is able to celebrate the love she gave despite the silence 

(Life 15-16). Ultimately, within the pages of this text, Poitier is able to find his way back to his 

mother.  He celebrates her life and connects with her spirit: “I feel that whatever is good in me is 

that energy that she was. She put it into her last child” (16). We see then that the measure of this 

man might be his ability to connect with the woman inside.  By the end of his second text, it is 

clear that Poitier’s measure of a man goes beyond the traditional phallocentric patriarchal norms. 

Black Manhood beyond Measure 

No doubt Poitier’s decision to dedicate his final autobiography to his great granddaughter 

can be read as an acknowledgement of his move away from patriarchal masculinity. Interestingly, 

Poitier’s resistance to phallocentric patriarchy does not mean a break from his own father; in fact, 
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of his father he writes, “he was my frame of reference.  He was the male I knew who took good 

care of me, spent time with me, and talked with all of his children”(Life 198).   What we see by 

reading the three autobiographic texts together is Poitier’s project as an imaginative endeavor at 

creating a Black male self in constant evolution, not limited to stereotypical images of Black 

manhood. In fact, one could argue that with his autobiographic trilogy Poitier continues the work 

started in that psychologist’s office all those years ago.  He continues to talk (write), and in doing 

so, expresses his feelings, his pain, and his joys. While we see that Poitier may not be totally free 

of the bonds of phallocentric masculinity, he is nonetheless creating a model of masculinity that is 

progressive. From his move to find his mother and embody her spirit in his second text, to his 

transference of his legacy on to his great granddaughter (rather than a male heir), Poitier is the 

exemplar of a progressive Black masculinity.  
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